
About this Journey: 

Yukon and Alaska is a highly requested Journey and beloved location for many of our past 
guests. It includes a unique opportunity to uncover lesser-known parts of our great country 
and explore the breathtaking beauty and wildlife of Alaska. 

At Journeys, we pride ourselves on providing our guests with the best accommodation possible. 
We ask that you keep in mind, most of the charm and allure behind our Yukon and Alaska 
Journey comes from the experience of being in remote, untouched natural destinations. Our 
accommodation is a combination of basic motels and hotels as a result, and at times facilities 
may be limited.  

Canada is a vast, beautiful country with much land to cover. This Journey includes several long 
travel days by coach to cover the distance between your must-see destinations. We do stop for 
lots of coffee breaks and photo taking throughout and if you enjoy road trips, you will 
undoubtedly enjoy this portion of this trip!  

As you consider your future travel plans, here are our recommendations – 

This Journey is perfectly tailored for discerning travelers who: 

• Have always dreamed of experiencing the unparalleled natural beauty of Northern 
Canada and Alaska. 

• Appreciate the thrill of exploring unique, less-traveled destinations. 
• Revel in the great outdoors, delight in wildlife, and enjoy immersing themselves in 

nature. 
• Are fascinated by Canadian history and eager to learn more about the indigenous lands 

and peoples. 
• Love the idea of a scenic road trip through the picturesque Canadian countryside (we 

will even curate playlists and audio recommendations for your journey). 

This Journey May Not Be Ideal If: 

• You dislike traveling by coach or cruise. 
• You prefer more luxurious accommodations and destinations. 
• Wilderness and nature do not align with your travel preferences. 

Instead, we recommend:  

Norwegian Coastal Voyage – You will still experience the beauty of nature and the north, in a 
slightly more elevated setting accommodation-wise. 

South American Cruise – Trade in Alaska for a glimpse of the Antarctic, while enjoying sunnier 
destinations and life onboard a luxurious ship! 

 


